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The Bee Cave Arts Foundation is strongly considering locating a playscape at the

site of the old Backyard, located on Highway 71 just east of RM 620, perhaps

depending on whether the planned Backyard at Bee Cave Planned Development

District gets approval from council.

The foundation has been looking into creating a children’s playscape for the Bee

Cave Sculpture Park, but BCAF President Chad Bockius said the old Backyard

venue will give the playscape much more room to spread out.

“Instead of having the entire playarium in one unit, we’re looking into separating

it out,” Bockius said. “That way, we can effectively phase development, so do a

phase 1 and open it up, and then a phase 2 and open that up. That way, we start

to expose the vision to parents and kids and build support, because our number-

one hurdle with the project is going to be fundraising. It’s a much better location

for multiple reasons, including the tree cover and the parking.”

Sculptor Gigi Miller is designing the playscape and is trying to create a structure

a little more creativity-inducing than your average playground.

“It really is this creative backdrop where children will have a really visually rich

environment which to insert creative dramas,” Miller said in an October 2013

interview. “There’s more dialogue, more interaction. ... I want a place where

children can reinforce their skills and their learning.”

Currently, developer Chris Milam, who is working on both the new Backyard at

Bee Cave project and the Terraces at Bee Cave, owns the old Backyard land and

is planning on keeping it as green space for the city if the PDD for the projects is

approved. He said he was approached by the arts foundation, and so far has made

a verbal commitment to let them put the playscape on that tract of land free of

charge.
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“They expressed to me the concept and the objective to bring more arts-related

activities, but focused on children,” Milam said. “In redeveloping a live music

venue as well as developing a movie studio, we’re all about the arts at a grown-

up commercial level. Introducing that to children at an early age is important to

integrate that into their education and aesthetic view of the world.”

The arts foundation is about to debut the addition of several new sculptures to

the sculpture park, Bockius said. The sculptures will debut on Nov. 1. Two of the

sculptures are in the process of being installed now, he said. The other, a

donation from the city of Austin, will come later.

“It was built some 30 years ago and installed at a couple locations in Austin, but

they don’t have a place for it anymore,” Bockius said. “We’ve acquired it, and

we’ll be permanently installing it in a large open area. It’s a 16-foot tall sculpture

of two human figures – an adult and a child – in a more modern, contemporary

piece. It’s a beautiful piece, and it will be a great addition to the park.”
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